
Run No: 2022 

Date: 02-Jul-2017 

Venue: Chequers, Orwell 

Hares:  Keep It Clean & Calamity Jane 

Scribe: Beerstop 
 
We were called to order outside the Chequers in Orwell by our illustious GM, Shamcock, on a 
beautiful summer’s morning at precisely 11 o’clock (thus avoiding the need for T** to make his usual 
call out).  

 
 
 
The hares were produced and started explaining about blobs of flour. Rumours started spreading 
that we were not going anywhere near the Wimpole Estate and instead would be heading south.  
 

 
 
 

                       
      

The map shows just how good the 
rumours were. 

Soon after we set off Shamcock made 
an interesting geological discovery.  
 



  
Exposed in a hillside he thought he saw a massive deposit of pure white granite stuffed with 
platinum, lithium and large gold nuggets. However on closer inspection it was found to be a chalk 
pit. 
 

 
 
 
The slightly disillusioned pack soon cheered up and headed 
off on the trail across some fine countryside. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Such a glorious day and It’ll Come Off, Slaphead, Wrong Keys, Open All Hours and Hangover Blues 
set quite a pace. Antar, Taxi, Benghazi, Klinger, WYDT and Goldfinger were not far behind. 
Everything seemed to be going swimmingly: Check Point was on a check, Hold It For Me was 
holding the next one and then LegOver found a sheep… (the photo has been removed (Ed)..) 
 
Some way into the trail we came across a water tower and Schoolboys’ Dream asked me if I knew 
it’s altitude. For some reason I was unable to immediately come up with a precise number. A little 
further on I found U-Bend & Schoolboys’ Dream sitting on a bench that commanded a beautiful view 
and had a check point marked underneath it. Kermit found a huge lump of plasticine but didn’t  
know what to make of it. 
 
After a few more miles of wonderful countryside we came across a nice beerstop at the entrance to 
Wimpole Hall. As we supped away at our beer and snacks we were viewed by a tractor & trailer load 
of tourists who waved happily at us. If only they knew…. 
 
Then we had quite a long run in back to the Chequers where Down Downs were awarded something 
along these lines: 
 
CheckPoint for being a true blue heroine by saving a lamb separated from its mother from under a 
fence and The Hares for a grand trail. Muff Diver dobbed in Dave el Rave as an upgraded version to 
be known as Dave el Rave 2.0. With his new vigour El Rave had phoned the local gym last week and 
asked if they could teach him how to do the splits. The person there said, "How flexible are you?" El 
Rave said, "I can't make Tuesdays.” 
 
Two Swallows got a down down for being an expert in anal quivering. Mutthatucker got one for 
something or other and the GM gave a down down to a couple for hand holding and then awarded 
the Hash Shit to HGO. Difficult to believe but Shamcock then got a down down for not having a 
Scottish accent. Other down downs were; Mr Titanic and his dog for joining us from his local village; 
Damon Schumaker for cycling here (but HIFM was refused one for running here as he is always 
doing such things); Klingon got one but I don’t know what for; Googly for being an FRB (yes that’s 
what is was for) and finally U-Bend & Schoolboys’ Dream for sitting on that bench at the check 
point. 
 
On-on, 
Beerstop 

 

 


